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August 26, 2009
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville MD 20852-2738

South Texas Project
Units 3 and 4

Docket Nos. 52-012 and 52-013
Response to Request for Additional Information

Attached are the responses to the NRC staff questions included in Request for Additional
Information (RAI) letter numbers 182, 186 and 187 related to Combined License Application
(COLA) Part 2, Tier 2, Chapters 14, Initial Test Program and 16, Technical Specifications. This
submittal completes the response to RAI letter numbers 182, 186 and 187.

The eight (8) attachments address the responses to the RAI questions listed below:

RAI 14.02-9
RAI 14.02-10
RAI 14.02-11
RAI 16-32
RAI 16-38
RAI 16-39
RAI 16-43
RAI 16-45

When a change to the COLA is indicated, it will be incorporated into the next routine revision of
the COLA following NRC acceptance of the RAI response.

There are no commitments in this letter.

STI 32525099
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If you have any questions, please contact me at (361) 972-7136, or Bill Mookhoek at
(361) 972-7274.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on c'il-o&

Scott Head
Manager, Regulatory Affairs
South Texas Project Units 3 & 4

gsc

Attachments:

1. RAI 14.02-9
2. RAI 14.02-10
3. RAI 14.02-11
4. RAI 16-32
5. RAI 16-38
6. RAI 16-39
7. RAI 16-43
8. RAI 16-45
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cc: w/o attachment except*
(paper copy)

Director, Office of New Reactors
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Regional Administrator, Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, Texas 76011-8064

Kathy C. Perkins, RN, MBA
Assistant Commissioner
Division for Regulatory Services
Texas Department of State Health Services
P. O. Box 149347
Austin, Texas 78714-9347

Alice Hamilton Rogers, P.E.
Inspections Unit Manager
Texas Department of State Health Services
P.O. Box 149347
Austin, TX 87814-9347

(electronic copy)

*George F. Wunder
* Stacy Joseph

Loren R. Plisco
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Steve Winn
Eddy Daniels
Joseph Kiwak
Nuclear Innovation North America

Jon C. Wood, Esquire
Cox Smith Matthews

J. J. Nesrsta
R. K. Temple
Kevin Pollo
L. D. Blaylock
CPS Energy

C. M. Canady
City of Austin
Electric Utility Department
721 Barton Springs Road
Austin, TX 78704

* Steven P. Frantz, Esquire

A. H. Gutterman, Esquire
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
1111 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington D.C. 20004

*George F. Wunder
* Stacy Joseph

Two White Flint North
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
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RAI 14.02-9

QUESTION:

Departures in FSAR sub-section 14.2.12.1.12 are based on STD DEP TI 3.4-1, which includes
elimination of obsolete data communication technology. As described in the Departure Report
for STD DEP TI 3.4-1, proposed data communication functions are inherent to the proposed
digital platforms (ESF Logic and Control System (ELCS), Neutron Monitoring System (NMS),
Reactor Trip and Isolation System (RTIS), Plant Information and Control System (PICS), etc)
and therefore separate and independent from each digital I&C system and divisions within the
systems. Whereas, the certified ABWR design was based on a common data communication
(multiplexer) system that was to be used by multiple digital I&C systems. Minimal changes
made to the text in sub-section 14.2.12.1.12 fail to clearly communicate the scope of
preoperational testing of the significantly different data communication features. Some of the
sentences are incomplete or unclear. For example, STPNOC modified last sentence under
Prerequisites as follows: "The data acquisition and communication software required to support
the essential and non-essential multiplexing system functions shall be available." It is not clear to
the staff as to what functions shall be available in this sentence. Under General Test Method and
Acceptance Criteria, testing of Remote Digital Logic Controller (RDLC) function (a part of
ELCS) has been called out but fails to recognize testing of communication functions in the NMS
and RTIS. With significant changes to the data communication system, the staff requests that
STPNOC provide relevant and applicable preoperational test requirements that are consistent
with the proposed digital I&C platforms.

RESPONSE:

STP 3&4 COLA Rev. 2, Part 2, Tier 2, subsection 14.2.12.1.12 is consistent with the format and
content of the reference ABWR DCD. However, subsection 14.2.12.1.12 will be modified to
clarify that preoperational testing of the ELCS, NMS and RTIS, and PICS involves testing of the
data communication functions including redundancy and fail-safe functions.

Part 2, Tier 2, subsection 14.2.12.1.12, items (2) and (3), will be changed in a future COLA
revision as shown below.
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14.2.12.1.12 Mu',.pn,...g Sys2.. Data Communication Function Preoperational Test

STD DEP T1 3.4-1

(1) Purpose

To verify proper functioning of the plant mukileing ,&yaem data communications,
including both essential and nonessential (EMS and ----- subs ystems functions.

(2) Prerequisites

The construction tests have been successfully completed, and the SCG has reviewed
the test procedure and approved the initiation of testing. The power supply, I egi"..p
(S) •and other components (MC.., RMUA, CMU) associated with the essential-and
non essential muliplexing systemsi data communications function shall be operable. The
interfacing systems' actuators, alarms, and displays which receive the processed control
signals from tho eissential and non essential multple•ý-g systems shall be operational.
The data acquisition and communication software required to support the essential-and
non . .ssential mu"tiplxing .ystem data communicatibon functions shall be available.

(3) General Test Method and Acceptance Criteria

Since this-system function provides the is-thie-pi#may communication interface between
the various plant systems, it shall be adequately tested during the preoperational phase
testing performed on those interconnected systems. The integrated hardware/software
testing shall check the system functional performance and interface requirements as
specified in the nonessential multiplexing system , NEMS, and essential multplexin,
&syteRq-(MS)design specifications. The verification and validation (V&V) tests are
performed to check the input signal coming from appropriately assigned input point and
the output signal to the appropriately assigned signal points. This testing shall also
eheak testi the.,-.,, ,- ;--i. Ia ,-,,;,. ýjn~el (RDrU ýF wnptmo a~, f@6 saf funfR Of

cw.ning s-f+ Onut Pont .f\ 'r~ kin sytA4 f4- 1ntiQ (p.. th**,

redundan mliexnsystem4 and the fail safe function of both sy~stemns The redundant
data communication functi ns and their fail-safe functi6n. Thep y c ba ii of
both warm and cold starts upon power interruption and autematiG self test functin of the
systems shall also be demonstrated to meet the design requirements. Addfitinally, after
the above verifiation, the validated essential multilexing syistem ishall be checked fe
final validation during integrated EMSISSLC testing as part of the SS1LC preoperational
test (SubseGtion 14.2.12.1.11). Testing shall include confirmation of every m~l~ple~ e
sensor signal for aGeu#aW an functional requirements of control, interlock or display as
specified in the documents of the systemsintegrated within the SSLC or PICS.

-9
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RAI 14.02-10

QUESTION:

Tier 1 departure STD DEP TI 3.4-1 provides the basis for changes made to FSAR Sections
14.2.12.1.11, 14.2.12.2.7, 14.2.12.2.16 and Table 14.2-1. However, not all of the changes made
were specifically described in the Departures Report (Part 7 of the COLA). For example, the
change in nomenclature from the "Process Computer System" (PCS) to the "Plant Information
and Control System" (PCIS) was not included. Please update the departures report to include
these changes.

RESPONSE:

STD DEP T1 3.4-1, in part, is characterized as nomenclature clarification for the STP 3&4
NMS/RTIS and ELCS digital platforms. The current departure description incorrectly identifies
the DCD nomenclature for "Process" Computer System as "Plant" Computer System.

Part 7, Section 2.1, STD DEP T1 3.4-1 will be changed in a future COLA revision as shown
below.

STD DEP T1 3.4-1, Safety-Related I&C Architecture

Description

This departure can be characterized into thFee five primary changes.

(3) Clarifications of digital controls nomenclature and systems

OiaF Process Computer System (PCS) to Plant Computer Function (PCF)
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RAI 14.02-11

QUESTION:

FSAR sub-sections 14.2.12.1.16 and 14.2.12.1.17 have been modified but do not cite the
departure(s) number associated with the proposed changes. The staff requests that STPNOC cite
the appropriate departures for these changes..

RESPONSE:

The convention used in the STP 3&4 FSAR is that all changes below the cited departure are
associated with that departure. In this case, STD DEP T1 3.4-1 is cited above the Subsections
noted in this RAI, in Subsection 14.2.12.1.14, and is therefore, the departure applicable to the
subsections in question.

However, it is noted that the STD DEP T1 3.4-1 changes indicated in Subsection 14.2.12.1.16(1)
are incorrect, and therefore will be corrected in a future COLA revision.
Subsection 14.2.12.1.16(1) will be revised to correct the nomenclature consistent with STD DEP
T1 3.4-1

COLA Part 2, Tier 2, Subsection 14.2.12.1.16 will be changed in a future COLA revision as
shown below.

14.2.12.1.16 P Co u" Plant Comnuter Functi:ons Informa•tn anti Ct"i"ol

ty9ePreoperational Test

(1) Purpose

To verify the proper operation of the Proces& Computer. Sy&tem.' PCS. P4ap
..... ;.. . ...... .. . . ..... Q..... . Plant Compu terFFunctions (PCF),
including the Performance Monitoring and Control System (PMCS) and the
Power Generation Control System (PGCS) and their related functions.
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RAI 16-32

QUESTION:

According to the Allowable Value description:

The Allowable values are selected high enough to detect degradation in offsite power to the point
where it cannot supply the loads but low enough to assure that normal transients do not cause a
spurious DG start. The degraded voltage Function uses a higher voltage set point but a longer
time delay than the loss of voltage Function.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE presented in the PTS section is as follows:
S[]V and

<] V for
> []sand

In the applicable PTS Bases B 3.3.1.4 section the same information is denoted as:
> []V or
_<[] V for

Provide more information or correct the discrepancy between Table 3.3.1.4-1 and Bases B
3.3.1.4 section.

RESPONSE:

The PTS Bases, B3.3.1.4 discuss in words, not in symbols, the reasons for a time delay to
prevent spurious equipment starts for the EDGs and the RCW/RSWW pumps and provides for
allowable values as stated below:

The Allowable values are selected high enough to detect degradation in offsite power to
the point where it cannot supply the loads but low enough to assure that normal
transients do not cause a spurious DG start. The degraded voltage Function uses a
higher voltage set point but a longer time delay than the loss of voltage Function.

The time terms (> [ ] s and < [ ] s) in Table 3.3.1.4-1 Items 5.a, 5.b, 7.d, and 7.e are
specifications of the timing tolerances to be used in the surveillance testing of those time delays.
The actual tolerances will be established in accordance with TS 5.5.2.11, Setpoint Control
Program. The ALLOWABLE VALUE column containing the actual > and < signs is being
removed from the PTS, as stated in the response to RAI 16-21, eliminating any confusion in this
area.

No COLA revisions are required as a result of this RAI response.
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RAI 16-38

QUESTION:

What is a termination module and why was it removed from an earlier version of the PTS and
bases?

The previous PTS ACTIONS indicated that with one or more of these termination modules
inoperable, the feedwater and main turbine trip instrumentation could not perform its design
function (feedwater and main turbine trip capability is not maintained).

ACTION F of the previous version of the PTS and bases was specified for the condition of one
or more termination modules inoperable with a required action to

"restore termination module to OPERABLE status" within "72 hours." This Action was
subsequently removed from Revision 2 of PTS 3.3.4.2 and bases. The previous PTS
bases stated that with one or more of these termination modules inoperable, the feedwater
and main turbine trip instrumentation could not perform its design function (feedwater
and main turbine trip capability is not maintained).

No discussion of these termination modules could be found in FSAR Section 7.

RESPONSE:

Termination modules are not used in the current design. Please refer to the response to RAI 16-
39 for further discussion of PTS 3.3.4.2.
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RAI 16-39

QUESTION:

1. In the bases for PTS 3.3.4.2 Actions, the applicant is requested to clarify the functional
interdependence of the three instrument channels and the three digital controllers in the
feedwater pump and main turbine trip instrumentation. Specifically, can the combination of
one instrument channel and one digital controller being inoperable simultaneously result in a
loss of function, such as addressed in PTS 3.3.4.2 Actions C. l and D. 1?

Provide additional justification for allowing operation with a loss of function for 72 hours of
this important safety function, even though this is allowed in GTS 3.3.4.2.

2. Why is PTS 3.3.4.2 not also associated with STD DEP T1 3.4-1, Safety-Related I&C
Architecture? Why are the options of placing an inoperable instrumentation channel or digital
controller in trip or bypass not provided in Action A. 1 or B. 1, respectively

3. Clarify in the PTS bases and in the STP 3&4 FSAR whether each channel is comprised of an
instrument channel with a dedicated digital controller, or whether the digital controllers
function independently of the channel instrumentation. ABWR GTS 3.3.4.2 Actions address
in one condition one inoperable feedwater and main turbine trip Instrumentation channel.
PTS 3.3.4.2 Actions address in separate conditions one inoperable instrumentation channel
and one inoperable digital controller. If each digital controller is dedicated to one
instrumentation channel, a condition could exist where one digital controller is inoperable on
one channel, and the instrumentation channel is inoperable on another channel, leading to
required actions having a completion time of 14 days when, in fact, two feedwater pump and
main turbine trip instrumentation channels would be inoperable, for which a 72-hour
completion time to restore two channels to operable status should be specified.

4. Revise the justification of STD DEP 16.2-39 in Section 2.2.1, page 2.2-29 of Part 7,
Departures Report, to provide the basis for omitting from PTS 3.3.4.2, Actions A and B, the
GTS 3.3.4.2 Action A required actions and completion times for placing one inoperable
feedwater and main turbine trip channel in trip or bypass within 6 hours.

The omission of GTS 3.3.4.2 Required Actions A. 1 and A.2.1 from PTS 3.3.4.2 Actions A and
B, as part of STD DEP 16.3-39, reduces the number and flexibility of operator options
previously available in GTS 3.3.4.2 to address the loss of a single channel or digital controller. In
GTS bases Subsection B 3.3.4.2, "Feedwater and Main Turbine Trip Instrumentation," page B
3.3-188, the bases for GTS 3.3.4.2, Required Actions A,1 and A.2.1, for the condition of one
inoperable channel; states, "The Completion Time of six hours for implementing Actions A. 1
and A.2.1 is based on providing sufficient time for the operator to determine which action is
appropriate. The Completion Time is acceptable because the probability of an event coupled with
a failure that would defeat another channel occurring within the time period is low. The self test
features of the main turbine and feed pump trip logic provide a high degree of confidence that no
undetected failures will occur within the allowable Completion Time."
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RESPONSE:

Technical Specification 3.3.4.2 in STP 3 and 4 COLA Rev. 2 is partly based upon the
instrumentation design reflected in COLA Rev. 0. The current instrumentation design for
feedwater and main turbine trip is illustrated in the following sketch. The RAI questions related
to COLA Rev. 2 are thus no longer applicable, as discussed below.

Trip Signal

The above sketch represents three channels of feedwater and main turbine trip instrumentation.
The three digital controllers are separate and independent from the controllers used for feedwater
and level control functions. The primary functions of each of the three controllers are the
comparison of the reactor vessel water level signal and the Level 8 trip setpoint and to provide a
trip signal output. The 2/3 voting logic is performed in the individual system performing the
equipment trip function. For example, for main turbine trip, the 2/3 voting logic is performed in
the turbine control system. As stated in Section 16B3.3.4.2 bases, "The instrument channels
include electronic equipment (e.g., digital trip logic) that compares measured input signals with
pre-established setpoints. When the setpoint is exceeded, the channel outputs a trip signal, which
then outputs a main turbine and feedwater pump ASD trip signal to the trip logic."

Thus, LCO 3.3.4.2 is reverted to the ABWR DCD specification and associated bases, with the
exception that the basis description in 16B.3.3.4.2 reflects four feedwater pumps instead of two
feedwater pumps, in accordance with STD DEP 10.4-5.
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STD DEP 16.3-39, LCO 3.3.4.2, Feedwater and Main Turbine Trip Instrumentation, is deleted.
The following changes to STP COLA Rev. 2, Part 2, Tier 2, Section 3.3.4.2, and Part 7, Section
2.2 will be made in a future revision to the COLA.

The associated COLA Part 4 changes will also be made.
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3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.4.2 Feedwater Pump and Main Turbine Trip Instrumentation

The information in this section of the reference ABWR DCD, including all subsections, is
incorporated by reference with the following deparf-,ue-aPA site-specific supplements. The site-
specific supplements partially address COL License Information Item 16.1.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.4.2 Feedwater Pump and Main Turbine Trip Instrumentation

BASES

The information in this section of the reference ABWR DCD, including all subsections, is
incorporated by reference with the following departures and site-specific supple.ents..The site.:
specific supplements partially 11address OLLicense Information Item 16.1.

STD DEP 16.3 3-9
STP DEP 10.4-5

BACKGROUND The leed fedwater pump and main turbine trip instrumentation
is designed to detect a potential failure of the Feedwater Level Control
System that causes excessive feedwater flow.

With excessive feedwater flow, the water level in the reactor vessel
rises toward the high water level, Level 8 reference point, causing the
trip of the twe four feedwater pump adjustable speed drives (ASDs)
and the main turbine.

Reactor Vessel Water Level - High, Level 8 signals are provided by
level sensors that sense the difference between the pressure due to a
constant column of water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the
actual water level in the reactor vessel (variable leg). Three channels
of Reactor Vessel Water Level - High, Level 8 instrumentation provide
input to a two-out-of-three initiation logic that trips the twe four
feedwater pump ASDs and the main turbine. The channels include
electronic equipment (e.g., digital trip logic) that compares measured
input signals with pre-established setpoints. When the setpoint is
exceeded, the channel outputs a trip signal, which then outputs a main
turbine and feedwater pump ASD trip signal to the trip logic.

,,.^hp-n rehc I-".mq"-l re c es"-' .. ' +....'ý ...",,+
t.i).... .. ...... .t (ihe • '' to ther•b the

C,.,-ondena Feedwater and ,,,,4dsat, Air E ..a;.* _
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~'rvid a igh degree Gf confidenc&e that -ýo un.'detected failures6 w~l
ocrwithin the a!lowable Completion imi

~'peoting Action A. 2.1 assth b to be 1-2 so p~otectw*ve
~actin cap~ab~iy is m~aintained asj h9s'ttie eother- Ghap els-Femain
OPER4 BLE, Oper-tion'inthis Condliti~on Irýi~ited to 1 4 days
(4 ctio'7s A. 2.2 1 and4 2i 2 2 e)."ti~ihi~hbnilto Tin
isacceptable because the pmabdi4 ofj an e-v#-nt Gupled with a failu're
~that w ould, defeat another- channel o ~urrng within the time6 period i-s
lový Th"eX~~ ýe ý mai Me kir ;binpp Lqpf 4?0?0"'rip trip 1ogi
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Iit Ino moell inAý J46ý ""l e h edae
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The ~ ,+~~aa, 72~a hou G~nlto Tin * S e4e o-the-f ~oodator tontrol-

GWretavte rtequre hann aels anotrestored the likelohood oftan us4ý

Olaeed in. trp, THRA OE utb euo o~25% RTP
,withip 4 hours. As dýiscussd ii, thApýcbltsectiPn of the Baose,

limts an te feda44rp~~ n ai tUrbhine tWi, instruin~entation is
not required to proetect fuol 'intoQ# !riY! furE4g Qfpd'wator- GEntroge6ý
failure, maximump de~mand cvent

SURVEILLANCE $R3.42.
REQUIREMENTS

Podofrmapnco he c-SO HANNEL CHECK opee very 24 he~
ensure& that a gress failure of iRt "Me~tatiOn haS Pot, OGcc6d. -A
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~The F4oquepcy is ba~dsb oi~perating eypo7 aR that demnstates
phannel failure- is rare. Perfe~mayce of t'7e SENISOR CHA4NNEL
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to 24 hour~s The CHANNEL=1 ?CHECrK supplemgents lesis formal, but
~7Opfrguotf (h~gfh3fll, 5tt du~ring normpal operational us4

Of the disp/lay associated-With he chanosrqurdb tdLC.

SR 3.3.4.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended
function. If the as found setpoint is not within its required Allowable
Value, the plant specific setpoint methodology may be revised, as
appropriate, if the history and all other pertinent information indicate a
need for the revision. The setpoint shall be left set consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint methodology.
The Frequency of P2 I days is based on the system capability to
automatically perform self-tests and diagnostics.

pn : .-n.kc"Hr~ • -.:o- , .,ha., z'np •rn in'¢ke'ao" +ka' fv•> n n' ? :.n, ala , • . nu .
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respndsto 'the measured pararnetor wit hin? the nqecessary :range and

accuracy. S$ENSOR CHANNEL CALIB11-RA TION. leavws the ~h~ann~el
djuted to acco-unt for instrument drifts beween successi*Ve

calbraeqn. leasHrement and setpoGt erohiStoFrialdt

ýYst be perfor4med cohýSiStept with th pon soifi setpoih
Methodology. The Ghanne! shall be left calibrated consistent with the
assumptiqn~s of the stprtmtoooy

ý,PERT A-IIT of SYtheM FuNCIONAL TpESTG dcr ea nstreates tumhe~

main turblnasecfi hanl
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COLA Part 7, Section 2.2
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RAI 16-43

QUESTION:

The staff requests that the applicant provide additional justification for STD DEP 16.3-68. This
departure proposes that the PTS bases omit the reference to LCO 3.3.5.1 in the bases for Actions
A. 1, A.2, and A.3 of GTS 3.1.3. The GTS bases contains the following sentence,

If the [fine motion control rod drive] motor is working and the rod is actually stuck, the
traveling nut will back down from the bottom of the drive and a rod separation alarm and rod
block will result (see LCO 3.3.5.1).

The applicant's justification for this departure is that GTS/PTS LCO 3.3.5.1 does not specify rod
block functions related to the "rod separation alarm and [rod separation] rod block," but "does
include other control rod block functions." In view of this rationale, the staff is unclear how the
[rod separation] rod block is not included in LCO 3.3.5.1.

RESPONSE:

The reference to LCO 3.3.5.1 will be reinserted and STD DEP 16.3-68 will be deleted.

Part 2, Chapter 16 Bases 3.1.3 and Part 7, Section 2.2 will be changed in a future revision of the
COLA as shown below.

The associated COLA Part 4 changes will also be made.
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B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.3 Control Rod OPERABILITY

BASES

The information in this section of the reference ABWR DCD, including all subsections, is
incorporated by reference with the following departures and site-specific supplement. The site-
specific supplement partially addresses COL License Information Item 16.1.

STD DEP 16.3-90

STD DEP 16.3-90

ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3

A control rod is considered stuck if it will not insert by either FMCRD drive motor
torque or scram pressure. The failure of a control rod to insert during SR 3.1.3.2
or SR 3.1.3.3 alone, however, does not necessarily mean that the control rod is
stuck, since failure of the motor drive would also result in a failure of these tests.
Verification of a stuck rod can be made by attempting to withdraw the rod. If the
motor is working and the rod is actually stuck, the traveling nut will back down
from the bottom of the drive and a rod separation alarm and rod block will result
(see LCO 3.3. 1) (•ee LcO 3.3.5.1) Conversely, if the motor drive is known to
be failed, the rod is not necessarily inoperable since it is probably still capable of
scram. However, at the next required performance of SR 3.1.3.2 or 3.1.3.3, there
would be no way of verifying insertability, except by scram. In this case, an
individual scram should be attempted. If the rod scrams, the rod is not stuck but
should be considered inoperable and bypassed in RCIS since it cannot be
withdrawn and a separation situation will exist until the motor is repaired and the
traveling nut is run-in to the full in position. If the rod fails to insert by individual
scram, it should be considered stuck and the appropriate ACTIONS taken. The
failure of a control rod pair to insert is assumed in the design basis transient and
accident analyses and therefore, with one withdrawn control rod stuck, some
time is allowed to make the control rod insertable.
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...... 8. 3.1.3, O.f..Rod.OPE.LIT-

,The B-ases deseriptjion of Reqjuired ActionsA.,! .A2. aid-N.3 state s, 1I kie-*whoto, 4,,

dftedive and a rod separation alarm and rod block wilr-1t (see LGO31.3.-5.1[)
~fe~nc toSpecification 3.3.5.1 has been dcleted Thý Td separ-mion, adui an

,block are not ,included i~n LGO 3i&-3.5A 1, GCcntoP RoAd Rtp~k-lpitmmctftf6t oT4ewvcx
LGO 3.3.5.1 does inctide otffpr- Centfol R~d ~BloclkuAtos
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RAI 16-45

QUESTION:

In STD DEP 16.3-18, the Actions section of the bases for GTS 3.10.8 is modified to more
accurately reflect GTS 3.10.8 Required Actions A. I and B. 1. In particular, the phrase "for
reasons other than Condition B" has been added to the bases for Required Action A. 1 to
accurately reflect Condition A, which is "One or more of the above requirements not met, for
reasons other than Condition B." And the bases for Required Action B. 1 are revised to more
specifically describe Condition B as "one control rod not coupled to its associated CRD." These
clarifications are acceptable.

Additionally, the Bases for Required Action B. 1, to immediately declare the affected control rod
inoperable, is revised to clarify that Required Action B. 1 also requires entry into the action
requirements of LCO 3.9.5, "Control Rod OPERABILITY - Refueling,"

However, if the reactor mode switch is still in the startup/hot standby position upon entry into
Condition B, then the unit must be considered to be in Mode 2 for the following reason. Since
LCO 3.10.5.c, which requires each withdrawn control rod to be coupled to its associated CRD, is
not met, the allowance of LCO 3.10.8 to consider the unit to be in Mode 5, even though the
mode switch is in the startup/hot standby position, no longer applies. Therefore, to ensure taking
the Actions of LCO 3.9.5, which is applicable only in Mode 5, the applicant is requested to add
Required Action B.2, "Place the reactor mode switch in the shutdown or refuel position," with a
Completion time of "Immediately" to the Actions of PTS 3.10.8.

RESPONSE:

Required Action B.2, "Place the reactor mode switch in the shutdown or refuel position," with a
Completion time of "Immediately" will be added to the Actions for LCO 3.10.8.

COLA Part 2, Chapter 16.3.10.8 and Bases, and COLA Part 7, STD DEP 16.3-18 will be revised
as shown below. The associated COLA Part 4 changes will also be made.
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SDM Test - Refueling
3.10.8

3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

3.10.8 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) Test - Refueling

The information in this section of the reference ABWR DCD, including all subsections, is
incorporated by reference with the following departure.

STD DEP 16.3-18

ACTIONS
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One of more of the above A. 1 Place the reactor mode Immediately
requirements not met, for switch in the shutdown or refuel
reasons other than position.
Condition B

B. One control rod not B. 1 Declare the affected control Immediately
coupled to its associated rod inoperable.
CRD.

A-ND

B.2 Place thesreactor mode Imr mediately
switch in the shutdown or refuel
_position.,
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SDM Test - Refueling
B 3.10.8

B 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

B 3.10.8 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) Test - Refueling

BASES

The information in this section of the reference ABWR DCD, including all subsections, is
incorporated by reference with the following departure.

STD DEP 16.3-18

ACTIONS A. 1

With one or more of the requirements of this LCO not met for reasons other than Condition B.
the testing should be immediately stopped by placing the reactor mode switch in the shutdown
or refuel position. This results in a condition that is consistent with the requirements for MODE 5
where the provisions of this Special Operations LCO are no longer required.

B. I and B.2

With the requi.ements of this LCO not met the requirements of this LCO not met because a
control rod is not coupled to its associated CRD, the affected control rod shall be declared
inoperable and the reactor mode switch shall be placed in the Shutdown or Refuel position.
This results in a . .ndition that is conSiStent with the requirements for MODE 5 whre the.r... of this Special OperatioPns -(COQ are• no longer required results in a condition that is
consistent with the requirements for MODE 5 where the provisions of this Special Operations
LCO are no Ion-qer required, but the requirements of LCO 3.9.5, "Control Rod OPERABILITY -
Refuelinq" apply, requires entr: into the ACT-IONS foe LCO 3.9.5,,LControl Rod OPERBILITYI
RefuelIac.-" If the reactor mode switch were to be left in the Startup/Hot Standby position, the
unit would be considered to be in Mode 2 because LCO 3.10.8.c, which requires each
withdrawn control rod to be coupled to its associated CRD, would not be met. Action must be
initiated immediately to ensure that the Required Action of LCO 3.9.5, to fully insert inoperable
withdrawn control rods, is taken.
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STD DEP 16.3-18, LCO 3.10.8 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) Test - Refueling

Required k tioi • B to place the reactor mode switchi in the S11•tdo•% •i or lRefuee
posltioi has been ýaded4koLd CO o 3.l0.8 to ensure that tereactor isin a condition for,

hInch LCO 3J.10.8 no longe applie.ad for which the ACTIONS in LCO 3.9.5 will be
required to be taken i thie event a controLrol becomes uncoupled wlhlle inthis Special
Opeati6os LCOh i

The LCO 3.10.8 Bases for ACTIONS "A. 1" and "B.I and13" have been modified to
more accurately reflect the LCO 3.10.8 ACTIONS. In particular, the phrase "for reasons
other than Condition B" has been added to the Bases for ACTION A. 1 to accurately
reflect LCO 3.10.8 ACTION "A," and the Bases for ACTION B. 1 have been revised to
more specifically describe the Condition as "one control rod not coupled to its associated
CRD." Additionally, the Bases for Action B. 1 have been revised to clarify that upon
completion of Action B, the LCO 3.9.5 requirements for an inoperable control rod apply.


